USS Vesuvius, NCC-71985
Enigmatic Contagion - Part 7

The Vesuvius arrived in the Periates System to record R-2375 from Red Giant to a White Dwarf when it detected a Rendar class vessel too near the star ignorant of the impending transformation.

Captain Kaufram, of the USS Bounty was trying to fix his engines when he inadvertently took his sensors offline, ignorant of the impending transformation.

The Vesuvius brought the USS Bounty into a shuttle bay, meeting her Captain, Lodus Kaufram. Shortly after his arrival, the crew began displaying unusual behavior.

Many of the crew are on Holodeck 1 in a program called Sailor's Forum; the only crew not on the holodeck is the EO. The CIV has discovered a cure for what plagues the crew and has begin administering the vaccine.

Currently the CIV, EO, TO and FCO are the only one's who have been vaccinated as time runs out as R-2375 nears its transformation…

Host Xen says:
=/\=  =/\=  =/\=  =/\=  Begin Mission  =/\=  =/\=  =/\=  =/\=

CSO Lane says:
:: In the holodeck waiting to see what Capt'n Sam is up to next ::

OPS Chaser says:
:: Stands ready to leap over the rail ::

EO McCain says:
:: Working on the primary core and wiping out its hard drive information ::

FCO Horn says:
:: Leaning on the rail, pulling her boots back on ::

Host CO Kelson says:
:: Holding the lovely Lt. Lane in his arms ::

CEO Davis says:
#:: In shuttle at the pilot's console, scanning for the Vesuvius ::

Host CO Kelson says:
CSO: So now that we are back in port, what shall we do with ourselves?   :: Smiles ::

XO Horn says:
:: Comes up from below decks with Kaufram in tow ::

CSO Lane says:
:: Snuggles into the Captain's arms ::   CO: So are we going after that whale again Sam?

FCO Horn says:
:: Looks around for the CO and XO ::

CEO Davis says:
#:: His sensors show a tremendous amount of radiation in the region that the Vesuvius is currently occupying, according to the computer - the source obviously being a star in the backdrop ::

XO Horn says:
Kaufram: What a lovely day this is turning out to be

Host CO Kelson says:
CSO: Ah...the whale...

Host Kaufram says:
:: Follows closely behind the XO, a grin on his face ::   XO: Aye, my lady    :: Pulls her close ::

CSO Lane says:
CO: Anything you'd like to do my darling.

FCO Horn says:
XO: Ma'am, are you.....?   :: Backs away realizing the XO isn't "normal" yet ::

Host CO Kelson says:
CSO: Let's head up on deck and see if all is secure.

CEO Davis says:
#COM: U.S.S. Vesuvius: Vesuvius, this is the transport Serenity requesting permission to enter a Shuttle Bay.

XO Horn says:
FCO: Yes?

OPS Chaser says:
:: Leaps over the rail to the pier below ::

XO Horn says:
:: Snuggles with Kaufram ::

CSO Lane says:
:: Smiles ::   CO: Lead on my captain and I shall follow you.

OPS Chaser says:
Computer-r: Ar-rch.

FCO Horn says:
XO: Just wondering about the Star Ma'am.  I don't remember it changing do you?

Host CO Kelson says:
:: Stands and offers hand to Lt. Lane ::

CSO Lane says:
:: Takes Sam's hand ::   CO: So gallant.

EO McCain says:
:: Uses a low level energy burst to burn out the memory module that the access codes are ::

OPS Chaser says:
:: Dries her antennae ::

XO Horn says:
FCO: Stars? Oh yes, the stars can be lovely. Especially when you are with someone

CEO Davis says:
#:: Slows shuttle to 1/4 impulse, hoping to take up a position somewhat distant from the Vesuvius just to be safe with the radiation ::

Host CO Kelson says:
CSO: I'm not always the big, bad pirate everyone makes me out to be...   :: Smiles ::

Host Kaufram says:
ACTION:  The computer does not respond to OPS

FCO Horn says:
XO: Just enjoy your...um...friend Cmdr.  I'll see what I can do about the star.
:: Turns away ::

Host CO Kelson says:
:: Moves onto the deck with Lt. Lane ::

CSO Lane says:
CO: Well just make sure that I get more than this hand of yours as soon as we get off the ship.

CEO Davis says:
#:: Frowns at the lack of response, but decides to exercise the limited patience he claims to have; leans back in his chair ::

Host Kaufram says:
<Transport CO>: CEO: We can only get to 350,000 km...anything closer, and we'll suffer from radiation

XO Horn says:
FCO: Very well

FCO Horn says:
:: Realizes she isn't wearing her combadge and can't remember where she left
it ::

Host Kaufram says:
ACTION: The CIV approaches the CO from behind and inoculates him

XO Horn says:
:: Walks around the deck and begins inspecting the ship for any damage ::

Host CO Kelson says:
CSO: Ho, ho...frisky little philly, are we lass?

FCO Horn says:
Computer: Computer, reveal the arch.

Host CO Kelson says:
:: Feels the injection ::

CEO Davis says:
#:: Nods to the officer, wondering what his next move should be ::

CSO Lane says:
:: Sees the CIV ::   CO: What was that?   :: Looks at the CIV and glares ::

Host CO Kelson says:
CIV: I could have you keelhauled for that!

CEO Davis says:
#Transport CO: I still wouldn't mind a response from the ship.   :: Shrugs ::

Host Kaufram says:
ACTION:  The CIV also inoculates the CSO

TO Blade says:
:: Walks out of the safety of the pub ::

Host CO Kelson says:
:: Starts to feel a change ::

FCO Horn says:
:: Looks around carefully to see if the arch revealed itself ::

TO Blade says:
:: Walks out to the end of the pier ::

FCO Horn says:
Computer: Computer, Exit!

CSO Lane says:
:: Turns and hits the CIV ::   CIV: Get your hands off me!

EO McCain says:
Computer: Do I have any access?

Host CO Kelson says:
:: Looks at his costume and looks at Lt. Lane's costume ::

OPS Chaser says:
:: Taps her foot waiting for the holodeck program to be over ::

Host Kaufram says:
ACTION: The CIV walks around until he encounters the CTO, and inoculates him as well

XO Horn says:
:: Happy that there is not much damage to the ship, walks up to the CO ::

Host CO Kelson says:
:: Smiles ::

Host Kaufram says:
<Computer>: EO: Access denied

CEO Davis says:
#:: Decides to try again; he taps the console and opens up a hail to the ship ::

Host CO Kelson says:
CSO: Don't you look provincial...

XO Horn says:
CO: There doesn't seem to be to much damage. We can have the ship underway at the next tide

EO McCain says:
:: Sets a phaser at stun and shoots a secondary power rely system ::

TO Blade says:
:: Sees the large galleon at the end of port ::

FCO Horn says:
:: Looks for the exit but doesn't see it ::

CSO Lane says:
CO: What are you smiling at?   :: Looks down ::   Oh my!

FCO Horn says:
Self: What I wouldn't give for a tricorder right now.

CEO Davis says:
#COM: U.S.S. Vesuvius: Davis to Vesuvius, please respond.

Host Kaufram says:
ACTION:  The action from the EO causes a power failure and all systems begin to shut down...

Host CO Kelson says:
CSO: Some party but I seem to remember a star changing soon.

XO Horn says:
CO: Want me to have the crew start repairs....or give them a little shore leave first?

Host CO Kelson says:
Computer: Arch...

Host Kaufram says:
ACTION: Power begins to flicker in the holodeck...

FCO Horn says:
:: Turns to search for the Captain ::

CSO Lane says:
CO: The star! I have to get back to the science station and monitor that.

EO McCain says:
:: Begins to work on fixing the power failure ::

FCO Horn says:
CO: The computer isn't responding to vocal command Sir.

CEO Davis says:
#:: Hears a blue alert from his console and sees that the Vesuvius' communication array is not functioning due to a localized power failure ::

Host Kaufram says:
ACTION:  The computer does not respond to the CO

FCO Horn says:
CO: You do remember the computer?   :: Opens her senses slightly ::

XO Horn says:
:: Stands and listens to the confusing conversation the CO is having ::

EO McCain says:
:: Tries to stabilize the power failure by changing out the destroyed circuits ::

CSO Lane says:
CO: Permission to head for the bridge sir?

Host Kaufram says:
ACTION:  The Vesuvius moves closer to R-2375, now she is at 150,000 km from the star

CEO Davis says:
#:: As his frown grows larger, he scans the Vesuvius' systems from the
transport ::

EO McCain says:
Computer: Set course out of this system.

FCO Horn says:
CO: I don't remember if it's all frozen under a command code or not.  Do you?

CSO Lane says:
CO: Sorry sir, but I won't have time to change clothing. I hope you don't mind the informality.   :: Giggles a little ::

Host Kaufram says:
<Computer>EO: Unable to comply

EO McCain says:
*CO*: Captain you need to verify your voice print sir.

Host CO Kelson says:
Computer: Computer reset normal controls throughout the ship.  Verify Captain Kelson voice print.

CEO Davis says:
#:: Also notes that the ship's orbit around the star is degrading ::

Host CO Kelson says:
CSO: Me neither, Hope...   :: Smiles ::   We have a problem though...

EO McCain says:
*CO*: I tried to reset the computer by shooting a phaser at secondary conduits sir.

XO Horn says:
CO: Beggin’ your pardon, but what in the blue blazes are you talking about?

Host CO Kelson says:
CSO: I cannot access an arch to get us out of here.

FCO Horn says:
CO/CSO: Do either of you have your combadge?

CEO Davis says:
#COM: U.S.S. Vesuvius: Shuttle Serenity to Vesuvius.  Please respond!  You're getting dangerously close to the star…

Host CO Kelson says:
:: Looks at costume ::   FCO: No, Commander.  I do not.

TO Blade says:
:: Jumps off the pier on to a rope hanging down from the Black raven ::

CSO Lane says:
:: Looks down ::   FCO: In this get up? I don't think so unless...   :: Reaches down inside her blouse ::   Nope, no badge in here.

XO Horn says:
CO: You are acting strange, I suggest that you go below and get some rest. You might be gettin’ sick

TO Blade says:
:: Starts climbing ::

EO McCain says:
Computer: Send a message to Captain Kelson telling him you need his voice codes.

OPS Chaser says:
:: Stands shivering under her blanket, wanting this to be over ::

FCO Horn says:
CO: I'll begin searching the shore for uniforms left behind.  At least I don't remember changing anywhere else.

CEO Davis says:
#:: Prepares a normal scan on the Vesuvius, but piggybacks a ping within the scan so he can get some idea as to the ship's computer status ::

EO McCain says:
:: Runs the captain's voice through the tricorder output and using command code Fedaykin ::

CIV T’Lara says:
:: Searching for the remainder of crew that need to be vaccinated ::

TO Blade says:
:: Pulls himself on to the deck of the ship ::

FCO Horn says:
:: Leaves the ship and begins searching the dock ::

Host Kaufram says:
ACTION:  The CEO is able to scan the Vesuvius' computer status

Host CO Kelson says:
Computer: Exit...

TO Blade says:
:: Looks around the deck ::

CSO Lane says:
CO: Sir, try the manual override.   :: Points to the panel beside the door ::

Host Kaufram says:
ACTION:  The yellow and black grid appears on the holodeck, the exit doors appear but do not open

XO Horn says:
:: Looks around ::

Host CO Kelson says:
CSO: There is some progress...   :: Walks to the doors ::

TO Blade says:
Self: Hmmm.

FCO Horn says:
:: Looks around ::   Self: No we may be getting somewhere!

CEO Davis says:
#:: Frowns, noting that he's not getting any response from the Vesuvius' computer ::

FCO Horn says:
:: Moves to the arch ::

Host CO Kelson says:
:: Punches command code into manual override ::

CIV T’Lara says:
:: Sees Chaser ::   OPS: Lieutenant. Are you operating within normal parameters?

Host CO Kelson says:
Computer: Computer, time until stellar event...

TO Blade says:
CO: You might have to use voice over ride, Sir.

Host Kaufram says:
ACTION:  The holodeck panel shorts out

CEO Davis says:
#Transport CO: I'm going to take all secondary sensor and communication array functions offline here on the transport.  We're going to try and take control of the Vesuvius remotely.

EO McCain says:
Computer: What access do I have to the computer functions?

Host CO Kelson says:
CSO: Son of a...   :: Pulls back hand ::

Host Kaufram says:
<Computer>:  CO: The...time...event...in 3 minutes

FCO Horn says:
:: Sees a uniform on the ground ::

CEO Davis says:
#:: Does so without waiting for permission, becoming painfully aware of time ::

OPS Chaser says:
:: Moves away from the CIV ::   CIV: Oper-rating?

Host CO Kelson says:
:: Takes manual door release and tries to open door ::

Host Kaufram says:
<Transport CO>: CEO: Anything that needs to be done, you have my permission...so long as it doesn't endanger this vessel

CIV T’Lara says:
:: Blinks ::   OPS: How are you functioning? Have you been cured of the ailment?

CSO Lane says:
CO: Sam, we have to get out of here and fast!

CEO Davis says:
#:: Nods to the transport’s CO ::

EO McCain says:
~~~FCO: Tell the captain he needs to use a voice imprint for the command
codes ~~~

FCO Horn says:
:: Picks up a uniform to find a combadge and Ens pips ::

OPS Chaser says:
:: Glares at the CIV ::   CIV : Do I look unaffected?   :: Points to her bald arm and absent mane ::

Host CO Kelson says:
:: Nods ::   CSO: You are correct...

CEO Davis says:
#:: Begins designing a subroutine that will completely disable the Computer Core, routing all main computer functions back to the shuttle's own computer core ::

FCO Horn says:
:: Pulls off the combadge and activates it ::

FCO Horn says:
Computer: Computer, open holodeck doors

TO Blade says:
CO: Would you like me to cut through the door with my phaser, Sir?

Host CO Kelson says:
Computer: Transporters online, computer?

Host Kaufram says:
ACTION:  More of OPS' fur comes off as she speaks with the CIV

EO McCain says:
Computer: Activate EMH from over here.

Host Kaufram says:
<Computer>: EO: Unable to comply

EO McCain says:
EO: Computer what functions do I have access to?

CIV T’Lara says:
:: Has an apologetic look while injecting 20ccs of Masiform D and 2 ccs of adrenaline into Chaser ::

EO McCain says:
:: Begins working on the panel to try and find a open port in the firewall ::

CEO Davis says:
#:: Reinitializes the shuttle's sensor and computer arrays so that the signals being sent from the Vesuvius to the shuttle are filtered thoroughly; he doesn't want the shuttle to become afflicted ::

CSO Lane says:
:: Waits impatiently as the Captain continues to get the doors open ::

OPS Chaser says:
:: Growls and hisses at the CIV, leaping over her and moving far away from her ::

EO McCain says:
:: Taps combadge ::   *FCO*: Commander Horn I need the voice imprint of the captain in order to get the ship operating again.

OPS Chaser says:
:: Pulls her kut'luch ::   CIV: Just what was that?

CEO Davis says:
#:: Reaches his pointer and middle fingers between his tunic and his neck, feeling a warm moistness from the collar and his neck ::

TO Blade says:
:: Sets his phaser to cut through ::

EO McCain says:
:: Taps combadge ::   *TO*: Ensign Blade tell the captain I need his voice imprint in order to regain control of the ship.

CEO Davis says:
#:: Adds impulse engine functions and shuttle bay functions to the program, basing them on the shuttle's own Starfleet based systems ::

Host Kaufram says:
ACTION:  The doors to the holodeck slowly open from the ministrations from the CO

Host CO Kelson says:
CSO: Let's get to the bridge...now!

CEO Davis says:
#:: Unsure whether he should add navigational controls, figuring that will be too complex for him to program in such a short amount of time ::

OPS Chaser says:
:: Runs for the door ::

TO Blade says:
*EO*: We are already off the holodeck and on our way to the bridge.

FCO Horn says:
Self: Finally!   :: Heads to the door ::

CSO Lane says:
:: Takes off out of the holodeck after the Captain ::   CO: I don't think we're going to make it Sam.

Host CO Kelson says:
ALL: To the bridge!

EO McCain says:
:: Uses backdoor to try and add some command subroutines ::

TO Blade says:
:: Runs out of the holodeck ::

Host CO Kelson says:
CSO: We have to try...

OPS Chaser says:
:: Enters the lift and holds for everyone else ::

TO Blade says:
:: Gets in Turbolift ::

CEO Davis says:
#Transport CO: I'm going to try and activate the impulse engines for a given period, then depressurize the shuttle bay. The momentum from that, with the engines, might be enough to push the Vesuvius away from the star at least.

CSO Lane says:
CO: I know Sam, I know.

Host CO Kelson says:
:: Moves into the turbolift ::

Host CO Kelson says:
Computer: Bridge...

CSO Lane says:
:: Steps into the lift ::

FCO Horn says:
CO: Found this Sir.   :: Hands him the combadge ::

Host CO Kelson says:
FCO: Thank you, Commander.

CEO Davis says:
#:: Brings up the schematics of the Vesuvius and identifies which Shuttle Bay is which; it's been a while since he's been on the ship ::

OPS Chaser says:
:: Leaps out of the lift, bounding over the rail to her seat pulling up the view screen and ship's power ::

Host CO Kelson says:
*EO* Kelson to McCain.  I'll need warp power in a few seconds...

EO McCain says:
<Computer>: The captain will get you his voice print and codes through the combadge   :: Taps combadge ::   *CO*: Captain tell the computer the command codes you need.

Host Kaufram says:
ACTION:  R-2375 fills the screen

TO Blade says:
:: Runs out of the lift and to Tactical ::

OPS Chaser says:
:: Pulls her blanket around herself ::

Host CO Kelson says:
OPS: Status...   :: Moves to command ::

CEO Davis says:
#COM: U.S.S. Vesuvius: Davis to Vesuvius, come in.

EO McCain says:
*CO*: I need you to tell the computer your command codes and voice imprint to have access to warp drive sir.

FCO Horn says:
:: Exits onto the bridge, nearly running to her station ::

FCO Horn says:
:: Begins checking for flight status ::

Host CO Kelson says:
FCO: Start moving us back, Commander.

EO McCain says:
*CO*: Mention your voice right now sir.

CSO Lane says:
:: Heads for the science station and checks the reading on R-2375 ::

XO Horn says:
:: Enters the bridge ::

EO McCain says:
Computer: Activate warp drive.

Host CO Kelson says:
*EO* I just did...what is the holdup?

FCO Horn says:
CO: Controls are still locked out Sir.

Host Kaufram says:
<Computer>: EO: Unable to comply

OPS Chaser says:
CO: Sir-r 150,000 km fr-rom the star-r and still being dr-rawn in.

CEO Davis says:
#:: Shakes head, frustrating and tension both mounting ::

EO McCain says:
*CO*: The computer is unable to comply.

XO Horn says:
TO: What is the status of the shields?

Host CO Kelson says:
CSO: Make sure we get our data even though we might go with the star...

EO McCain says:
:: Heads over to a turbolift ::

Host CO Kelson says:
TO: We need maximum shields as soon as possible.

CEO Davis says:
#:: Loads rudimentary program into Computer and prepares to activate it over the communications relay of the shuttle ::

CSO Lane says:
CO: Captain, we have only two minutes until R-2375 morphs.

TO Blade says:
:: Activates maximum shields ::

EO McCain says:
:: Enters the turbolift ::   Computer: Main Engineering

OPS Chaser says:
:: Floods environmental controls with Hyronalyn 100 parts per million ::

CEO Davis says:
#:: Sets the program to activate the Vesuvius' impulse engine at full impulse for a period of 30 seconds ::

Host CO Kelson says:
ALL: I need warp power...

EO McCain says:
:: Arrives at main engineering ::

EO McCain says:
*CO*: Yes sir.

Host Kaufram says:
ACTION: The environmental controls do not respond

EO McCain says:
:: Runs a diagnostic on the warp drive ::

XO Horn says:
TO: Direct as much power to the shields facing the star as you can

CEO Davis says:
#:: Activates program and sends it to the Vesuvius ::

OPS Chaser says:
:: Tried to bypass primary computer access using secondary controls ::

Host CO Kelson says:
Computer:: Computer, this is Captain Kelson...reset controls to default.

FCO Horn says:
:: Tries entering secondary control orders into her station ::

TO Blade says:
:: Begins rerouting power from all non essential systems ::

Host Kaufram says:
ACTION:  The computer beeps and clicks to the CO's command

CEO Davis says:
#:: Prepares to depressurize shuttle bay ::

Host CO Kelson says:
FCO: Do you have warp now?

FCO Horn says:
:: Sees her console blink and flash to life ::

XO Horn says:
CO: Shall I begin the procedures to have non-essential personnel evacuate the ship?

FCO Horn says:
:: Checks for warp ::

OPS Chaser says:
:: Sends available excess power to shields ::

Host CO Kelson says:
XO: Too late...that star is about to blow...

EO McCain says:
Computer: Activate warp drive.

FCO Horn says:
CO: Sir, I show a shuttle trying to dock.

CSO Lane says:
CO: Captain, radiation levels reaching critical.

Host CO Kelson says:
FCO: Get him in soon...we need to get the heck out of here.

CEO Davis says:
#:: In desperation, sends program over the communications relay again ::

XO Horn says:
*CIV*: Radiation is reaching critical. Please begin Radiation protocols

Host Kaufram says:
ACTION: The remote program from the new CEO activates the systems; all systems on the bridge respond

FCO Horn says:
:: Taps into the comm ::   COM: Transport: This star is about to blow, get in here now or get out of the star's way!

OPS Chaser says:
:: Tries environmental Hyronalyn again ::

Host CO Kelson says:
CSO: Send information to Medical.  Have them ready with radiation protocol.

FCO Horn says:
:: Enters course to evade the star's change ::

CEO Davis says:
#:: Flares the impulse engines and depressurizes the main shuttle bay, giving the Vesuvius a little momentum along with the engine power, or hoping to ::

CSO Lane says:
CO: We have sensors back!  Aye sir.

Host Kaufram says:
ACTION: The environmental controls activate and sends the Hyronalyn throughout the ship

Host CO Kelson says:
:: Sees bridge light up ::

Host CO Kelson says:
ALL: Thank God...

Host CO Kelson says:
FCO: Get us out of here, Commander...

CEO Davis says:
#:: Reverts all command functions to the Vesuvius' bridge in case they haven't already been ::

XO Horn says:
:: Sees power coming back to the bridge ::

FCO Horn says:
CO: I have warp Sir!

Host CO Kelson says:
FCO: Engage...

CSO Lane says:
*Sickbay*: This is the bridge, prepare radiation protocols, levels are passing critical levels.

XO Horn says:
OPS: Please send all available power to shields and engines

FCO Horn says:
CO: Aye sir.   :: Engages ::

Host Kaufram says:
ACTION: The Vesuvius moves to 350,000 km away from R-2375

EO McCain says:
*CO*: Who ever is responsible for getting controls back online is a miracle worker, sir.

Host CO Kelson says:
*EO* That he is, Ensign...

FCO Horn says:
CO:  We are back to 350,000 km Sir.  Back where we should have been all along.

CEO Davis says:
#COM: U.S.S. Vesuvius: Davis to Vesuvius, come in.  This is the transport Serenity.

Host CO Kelson says:
OPS: Lt. Chaser...who is on that transport?

Host CO Kelson says:
FCO: Nice flying, Commander.

FCO Horn says:
:: Lays in an evasive, in case the star gives them problems ::

CSO Lane says:
CO: Transformation in one minute now sir. All sensors monitoring.

FCO Horn says:
CO: Thank you, nice timing on the engines, whomever got them going.

EO McCain says:
:: Begins assigning engineering teams ::

OPS Chaser says:
:: Scans the shuttle ::

CIV T’Lara says:
:: Has the radiation protocols running ::   *XO*: Radiation protocols are active sir.

XO Horn says:
FCO: Is the ship a safe distance?

XO Horn says:
*CIV*: Thank you

Host CO Kelson says:
CSO: Should get some nice pictures to send home.   :: Sits down in relief ::

Host Kaufram says:
ACTION:  The star transforms, sending a shock wave throughout the system

OPS Chaser says:
CO: Sir-r, LtJG Davis.

XO Horn says:
CO: Radiation protocols are online and active

FCO Horn says:
XO: 350,000 km and holding.  I have an evasive in case.

CEO Davis says:
#:: Stomps foot on ground three times ::

CSO Lane says:
CO: A little too close on the exposure sir.   :: Smiles and sighs ::

EO McCain says:
:: Runs a diagnostics on the systems ::

FCO Horn says:
CO: Shock wave Sir, ride it out or out run it?

CEO Davis says:
#:: Sends a standard hail to the Vesuvius, hoping someone will answer soon ::

FCO Horn says:
:: Watches navigational sensors carefully ::

Host CO Kelson says:
FCO: Ride it out, Commander.  We need the sensor data.

OPS Chaser says:
:: Watches the explosion, thinking watch out for the shockwave ::

CSO Lane says:
All: Incoming series of shockwaves. Hang on.

FCO Horn says:
Self: Always liked to surf.

EO McCain says:
:: Maintains systems enough to hope… ::

XO Horn says:
FCO: Turn the ship into the wave

FCO Horn says:
:: Adjusts pitch for the shockwave ::

Host Kaufram says:
ACTION: The shockwave reaches the Vesuvius

EO McCain says:
:: Holds on to something ::

TO Blade says:
CO: Someone is hailing us, Sir.

FCO Horn says:
XO: Already adjusting Cmdr.

XO Horn says:
FCO: Good job

Host Kaufram says:
ACTION: The Vesuvius rides the shock wave with little damage, however the transport does not fair as well and damage is reported from her

FCO Horn says:
:: Nods as she holds on to her console ::

Host CO Kelson says:
CSO: How's that transport doing out there, Lt.

Host Kaufram says:
ACTION:  The transport sends out a distress signal

OPS Chaser says:
:: Opens hailing frequency and nods to the CO ::

EO McCain says:
:: Runs a diagnostic on what damage was done ::

OPS Chaser says:
CO: Distr-ress call activated fr-rom the shuttle.

CSO Lane says:
CO: Captain, the readings on that wave are off the scale. The shuttle has sustained damaged, trying to determine the extent now.

CEO Davis says:
#:: Rumbles around a bit, diverting power to the structural integrity field and shields ::

Host CO Kelson says:
COM: Shuttle: This is Captain Kelson.  What is your status?

FCO Horn says:
CO: She couldn't have taken it well.  I can move us back in long enough to transport.

CEO Davis says:
#:: Sees Kelson and remembers the face ::   COM: U.S.S. Vesuvius: A little shook-up sir, but nothing the Vesuvius can't handle.   :: Smiles ::

Host CO Kelson says:
TO: Get transporter ready just in case...

XO Horn says:
CO; We can transport the crew over and tractor the ship in

TO Blade says:
CO: Yes, Sir.

Host Kaufram says:
:: Watches from the back of the bridge impressed with this ship and
crew ::

TO Blade says:
:: Gets transporter ready ::

Host CO Kelson says:
COM: Shuttle: Nice to hear your voice again, Lt.  Welcome back.

OPS Chaser says:
:: Punches up a tractor beam coordinates ::

CEO Davis says:
#COM: U.S.S. Vesuvius: Thank you, Captain.

CSO Lane says:
CO: The shuttle is breaking up sir. No way to prevent it.

OPS Chaser says:
:: Sends position and coordinates to the FCO and TO ::

EO McCain says:
:: Runs toward the turbolift ::

FCO Horn says:
:: Lays in an intercept course ::

Host CO Kelson says:
TO: Transport all shuttle passengers immediately...

EO McCain says:
:: Enters Turbolift ::   Turbolift: Bridge.

EO McCain says:
:: Arrives at bridge ::

Host CO Kelson says:
COM: Shuttle: Negative...we need to transport you over to the Vesuvius.  You are breaking up.

CEO Davis says:
:: Feels a fuzzy feeling and realizes it's a transporter ::

EO McCain says:
:: Exits the bridge and sits at EO 1. ::

OPS Chaser says:
:: Still shivering under her blanket ::

OPS Chaser says:
:: Thinks this is the first time anyone has handled OPS in their underwear ::

Host CO Kelson says:
XO: You have the bridge, Commander. I am going to greet our arrivals.
:: Moves to turbolift ::

XO Horn says:
CO: Aye Sir

CSO Lane says:
CO: The shuttle is gone sir.

CIV T’Lara says:
:: Taking care of few crewmen who suffered slight radiation poisoning ::

Host CO Kelson says:
:: Nods to CSO as he leaves the bridge ::

Host CO Kelson says:
Computer: Transporter Room 1

Host Kaufram says:
ACTION: The TO beams all from the transport over to Transporter Room 1

XO Horn says:
CSO: Did you get all the necessary data?

FCO Horn says:
XO: I hope so, because I don't think we want to do all of this again.   :: Grins ::

Host CO Kelson says:
:: Enters transporter room just after beam in ::

CSO Lane says:
XO: Aye ma'am. I think we did.

CEO Davis says:
:: Materializes in the familiar room, but takes a minute to catch his bearings
again ::

XO Horn says:
FCO: Amen to that

EO McCain says:
XO: I suppose our insurance rates just raised up ma'am.

Host CO Kelson says:
:: Sees the old engineer on the pad ::

XO Horn says:
OPS: How is your department doing?

OPS Chaser says:
:: Marks position of the transport wreckage ::

CEO Davis says:
:: Steps off the transporter pad towards Kelson, unable to pull back a bit of a grin; he extends his hand towards Kelson ::

XO Horn says:
EO: I guess we have to wait and see what Starfleet has to say about that

Host CO Kelson says:
CEO: LtJG William Davis...as I live and breathe.

Host CO Kelson says:
:: Shakes hand ::

OPS Chaser says:
FCO: Well, Commander-r, I just want a hot shower-r, ma'am.

FCO Horn says:
XO: When the CSO shows the all clear, we can move in to gather the transport wreckage, Ma'am.

CEO Davis says:
CO: Captain Kelson.  It has a good ring to it.   :: Shakes hand in return ::   Congratulations on the promotion.

XO Horn says:
FCO: Thank you

CSO Lane says:
:: Leans on the console as the data continues to come in ::

Host Kaufram says:
:: Watches the CSO working as well as the rest of the bridge crew ::

Host CO Kelson says:
CEO: Thank you, Lt.  What brings you out this far?

XO Horn says:
OPS: Understandable. As soon as time permits, you may have permission to leave the bridge

FCO Horn says:
:: Turns to see Kaufram ::

CIV T’Lara says:
:: Enters the bridge and looks at her borrowed medical tricorder ::
Kaufram: Have you been treated?

Host Kaufram says:
:: Looks at the CIV ::  CIV: Treated for what, my lady?

CEO Davis says:
:: Frowns a bit, then sees his duffle around his shoulder and is glad he had it on ::

XO Horn says:
TO: What is the status of the shields?

CEO Davis says:
:: Reaches into the duffle and pulls out a PADD ::   CO: This should explain.   :: Hands the PADD, which read his new orders, to Kelson ::

CIV T’Lara says:
Kaufram: The crew have suffered from a case of Pirata Encephalitis.

OPS Chaser says:
:: Glances at the XO over her shoulder, not sure she believes her or not ::

Host CO Kelson says:
:: Takes PADD ::

TO Blade says:
CO: 100%,Sir.

Host CO Kelson says:
:: Nods in agreement ::

Host Kaufram says:
:: Raises an eyebrow... ::   CIV: And that means...what to me?

XO Horn says:
TO: Thank you

FCO Horn says:
CIV: Any idea how it got on board in the first place?

CSO Lane says:
XO: Excuse me commander, just wanted to give you this report from the sensors. :: Hands her the PADD ::

EO McCain says:
All: At least I didn't do anything humiliating to myself.

XO Horn says:
CSO: Are we clear to leave this area, or is there more data that you need collecting?

Host CO Kelson says:
CEO: You'll have to forgive me, Mr. Davis.  We've been a little out of sorts here lately.   :: Refers to his clothes ::

CIV T’Lara says:
Kaufram: Radiation poisoning.   :: Grabs hypospray with the medicine and dosage prepared...then injects Kaufram ::

XO Horn says:
EO: That’s half the fun   :: Smiles ::

CIV T’Lara says:
FCO: I believe the radiation from the star had some rather intriguing effects on the crew.

CEO Davis says:
:: Finally looks at Kelson's attire, amazed he didn't even notice it until now ::

Host Kaufram says:
:: Is surprised, but takes the injection ::

CSO Lane says:
XO: I have everything I need Commander. As soon as the Captain gives the order, we can leave ma'am.

Host CO Kelson says:
CEO: It is great to have you back on board, though.

CIV T’Lara says:
Kaufram: There. You should feel better soon.  :: Moves to the rear of the bridge ::

FCO Horn says:
Self: You could say that again.   :: Looks down at her large shirt and high boots ::

Host CO Kelson says:
*OPS* Kelson to Chaser.  Please set up quarters for our new CEO, Mr. Davis.  I'll escort him myself.

CEO Davis says:
CO: It's certainly good to be back.  That was quite a pickle there.  I was a little worried...

XO Horn says:
*CO*: Captain, the CSO has finished gathering her data. Did you want us to pickup the wreckage from the transport on our way out?

CSO Lane says:
XO: Of course, I could always have the Captain hang.

EO McCain says:
XO: I remember a bad experience with a star's shock wave when I was 9.

Host Kaufram says:
:: Moves to the Command deck ::   XO: With your permission, I'd like to see how my ship is fairing...    :: Smiles at the XO ::

Host CO Kelson says:
*XO* Affirmative, Commander.  We don't litter.   :: Smiles at Davis ::

OPS Chaser says:
*CO*: Aye, aye, Captain.

OPS Chaser says:
:: Sets quarters on Deck 8 ::

Host CO Kelson says:
*XO* Take the Vesuvius out as soon as we are ready.

CEO Davis says:
:: Grins, appreciating the sense of humor that seemed to be lacking in his previous assignment ::

XO Horn says:
Kaufram: Permission given   :: Smiles at Kaufram ::

Host Kaufram says:
XO: I hope we can have that dinner before I leave, Commander.   :: Winks and leaves the bridge ::

XO Horn says:
:: Gives the CSO an evil smile ::

OPS Chaser says:
:: Pulls her blanket up over her head ::

FCO Horn says:
XO: Do you need some time off the bridge Ma'am?   :: Glances over at Kaufram and grins at the XO ::

XO Horn says:
FCO: Set course for the wreckage

Host CO Kelson says:
CEO: Let's get you settled in, William.

XO Horn says:
FCO: That wont be necessary

FCO Horn says:
XO: Aye.   :: Engages impulse to the wreckage ::

CEO Davis says:
:: Nods and waits for Kelson to exit first ::

XO Horn says:
FCO: But thanks for the offer
hip.

CIV T’Lara says:
:: Makes a note to consider for medical training ::

FCO Horn says:
XO: Anytime.

CSO Lane says:
:: Tugs at her skirt ::   Self: I kind of like this look.  FCO: Think the Captain would make this standard dress for duty?

Host Kaufram says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< End Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

